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Honorable Willie L. Brown, ., Speaker the As ly 
Honorable Members of the California State Assembly 
Dear Mr. Speaker and Members: 
The Assembly Office of Research is plea to submit this report 
with recommendations to change the responsibilities of the state and 
the counties of California for selected human service programs. 
During the past 30 years a compli web of financial and 
administrative arrangements between s and county governments has 
evolved, without benefit of any guiding principles. Over the years new 
programs were established and old ones were changed. ch governance 
decision was made without reference to a rred pattern. 
The result is a cumbersome, illogical mess. Conflict and lack of trust 
between the state and the counties results in unnecessary expenditures on 
lawsuits and useless planning and coordinating activities. The public gets 
less service for its money while program administrators spend far too much 
time in lobbying and other maneuverings to shift costs and responsibilities 
from one level of government to the other. When there was plenty of money 
in the system the strain was tolerable. The conflict between the state and 
the counties is now destructive. The "partnership" is riorating; 
mutual suspicion abounds, poisoning both policymaki service 
activities. 
AB 3231 of the 1981-82 Session was ena mandating a project to 
realign state/county governance responsibi ities for human service and 
court programs. Counties spend over half r budgets on these programs. 
r and Members 
This report describes the project, 
principles to guide decisions about 
operate programs, and then proceeds 
duties of the state and the counties. 
March 24, 1983 
for the first time, 
for and who should 
realignment the 
The project did not evaluate the internal programmatic strengths or 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This report is a result of bipartisan legislation (AB 3231, 
Chapter 831, Statutes of 1982) that initiated a project to clarify and 
simplify state and county responsibilities for human services programs. 
The legislation was enacted because of serious problems with state/county 
administration and funding responsibilities: 
o Lack of accountability between the state and counties for human 
services programs has resulted in inefficiencies in the 
administration, financing and delivery of services to the public. 
o The state/county 11 partnerships" are cracking under the financial 
strains affecting both partners as each has attempted to shift the 
burden of costs to the other. 
o With fewer opportunities to raise revenues and to control their own 
expenditures, local discretionary funds have decreased significantly 
and counties have become more dependent upon state financing. 
o The state has been unable to reimburse counties for the full costs 
of many programs mandated under state law, resulting in significant 
inequities for clients and payers alike. 
o Diminishing program resources are being wasted on overlapping 
requirements for planni and evaluation and for unproductive 
auditing and monitoring activities. 
The fundamental concept behind AB 3231 is to improve accountability in 
the governance of human services programs. A basic premise is that the 
level of government responsible for program and expenditure decisions 
should also be accountable to its electorate determining tax levels and 
sources of revenue to support program expendi res. 
The project developed governance principles sed upon three widely 
held values regarding government services in ca, 11 equity," 
"efficiency, 11 and "choice." 
Equity - manifests itself in a desire for access by all 
who need a governmental service, a desire that 
the service should be provided on an equal basis 
to equals and on an equitable basis to unequals, 
and a desire that the taxes that support the 
services be levied in an equitable manner. 
Efficiency - is a straightforward desire t only those 
services be rendered by government that will 
not be adequately or fairly provi p vately 
and that government services provided at the 
lowest expense to taxpayers consistent with 
desired service levels. 
Choice - is reflected in a desire keep governmental 
decisions as close as sible to served, 
so that clients and taxpayers may more easily 
influence the level of s1rvices the way in 
which they are rendered. 
Combining the values of "equity," 11 efficiency, 11 and 11 Choice 11 with the 
concept of 11 accountability 11 embodied in AB 3231, the following questions 
were used to develop governance principles and legislation. 
1Michael W. Kirst, Walter Garms, and Thea Oppermann, 11 State Services for 
Children: An Exploration of Who Benefits, Who Governs, 11 Public Policy, 
Spring 1980, p. 185. 
i i 
1. Under the value of equitr, which governance arrangement will best: 
o Protect basic rights of clients? 
o Assure equal access to services? 
o Relieve taxpayers of inequitable burders? 
o Prevent undesirable cost shifts from occurring between 
local and state jurisdictions and between counties? 
2. Under the value of efficiency, which governance arrangement 
will best: 
o Eliminate red tape, unnecessary administrative costs and 
unproductive activities? 
o Develop incentives to make the best use of limited 
program do 11 a rs? 
o Permit local decision-makers to develop programs that allow 
clients to choose from a variety of services that meet their 
needs and are best suited to local conditions? 
o Eliminate unnecessary multiple layers of government 
involvement? 
3. Under the value of choice, which governance arrangement will best: 
o Delegate authority to the level of government that is 
closest to those served so that clients and taxpayers 
alike may influence program decisions? 
iii 
o Improve local citizen involvement? 
o Increase the role of locally elected representatives in 
decisions involving program, budget, taxation and other 
policy issues? 
4. Under the concept of accountability, which governance arrangement 
will best: 
o Unify the responsibilities and authorities for program 
design, eligibility, benefits, standards and evaluation 
with those for determining budgets, tax rates and fees? 
o Eliminate provisions of law that mandate expenditures on 
local governments? 
Based upon the application of the foregoing values and questions, we 
recommend that the following model and principles be used to assign 
responsibilities for financing and administering human service programs and 
the trial courts. 
RECOMMENDED MODEL AND PRINCIPLES FOR STATE/COUNTY GOVERNANCE 
I. Regarding the financi of programs and services: 
A) The state is responsible for financing programs and services that: 
1. Mandate county costs under existing state law 
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2. Protect basic individual rights and liberties through the 
equitable provision of services and benefits for vulnerable 
populations, as defined under state law 
3. Create disproportionate or extraordinary financial burdens for 
individual counties and county taxpayers 
4. Require interdependent relationships with other state financed 
programs 
5. Involve significant spillover of benefits or cost shifts 
between counties if programs were financed by individual 
counties 
6. Require specialized techniques, equipment or research which 
would be prohibitively costly for any one county to finance 
B) The counties are responsible for financing programs and services 
that: 
1. Provide immediate protective services 
2. Provide initial assessment, information and referral services 
3. Offer emergency or short-term treatment, services and 
financial or in-kind assistance 
4. Require interdependency with other county financed programs or 
services 
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5. Respond to unique local conditions or circumstances 
II. Regarding the administration and supervisio~ of programs and services: 
A) The state is responsible for the administration and supervision of 
programs and services when: 
1. Administrative efficiencies and cost savings can be achieved 
due to economies of scale 
2. A high degree of uniformity is needed which can only be 
achieved through centralized control 
3. State control is the only effective way to maintain statewide 
program standards, control administrative costs and avoid 
unnecessary program expenditures 
B) The counties are responsible for the administration and supervision 
of programs and services when: 
1. There are signi cant local variations in program needs or 
requirements 
2. Considerable professional judgment is needed to determine 
eligibility and the type of service to be provided. (Does not 
include cash-grant programs) 
3. All other programs not covered in the criteria for state 
administration 
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II I. The mode 1 ca 11 s Block Grants 
We recommend si revisions in state/coun rna nee h 
and welfare programs nanci the courts including major 
changes in the organization, nanci deli of human services. 
These are divided into s -term and rm recommendations. 
Short-Term Recommendations: 
to be effective July 1 19842 
te/County Program lignment -
1. We recommend counties be given greater discretion over local 
that mandate counties 
includi 
o $255 mill on wel re costs under AFDC and Food 
rams 
th 
o $62 mil i in cou costs for mental health, alcohol and drug 
abuse programs 
2oo11ar fi res are 
estimates, revised 
Judicial il Cou 
on 1982 rtment of Finance budget 
r adjustments provided by departments and 
ima 
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o $51 million in county share of costs relating to child 
protective services, foster care and in-home supportive 
services (IHSS) for the aged, bli and disabled 
o $254 million of net county costs for s rior, municipal 
and justice courts 
2. We recommend, to offset the increased state costs described above 
and to increase the governance accountability by bringing together 
the responsibilities for taxation and budget decisions, that: 
o $290 million in state sales taxes now distributed to counties 
be retained by the state. (This represents all of the sales 
taxes distributed to the counties for 1982-83.) 
o $315 million in vehicle license fees now distributed to 
counties be retained by the state. (This represents all of the 
vehicle license fees distributed to the counties for 1982-83.) 
3. We recommend that $10 million in unnecessary, duplicative and 
costly administrative procedures be eliminated through the use of 
state program grants giving counties greater flexibility in the 
administration of the following programs: 
o Mental health 
o Alcohol 
o Drug abuse 
viii 
Long-Term Recommendations: Administration of Wel re and Childre1' 
Services - beginning in 1 
1. We recommend that the following changes be made in the financing 
and administration of welfare programs: 
o State financi of county general assistance programs, as 
redefined, th counties being responsible for short-term, 
emergency reli or in-kind services utilizing community 
resources for period not to exceed 90 days 
o State administration of AFDC and Food programs incl 
direct supervision of eligibility and benefit nati s 
under a single state that oversees both welfare a 
employment programs 
2. recommend to offset the increased state costs involved in se 
to counties relating to decreases in property taxes as a result of 
islation enacted in 1979 that increased business invento 
exemptions from 50 to 100 percent. 
This is estimated to be $255 million for 1987-88, the fiscal year 
of implementation long-term recommendations. 
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3. We recommend that the structure, financing and organization of 
the following programs be revised: 
o Development of a comprehensive program and system to serve 
children by consolidating existing funds -- eventually within a 
department of children's services -- to be administered by 




~jstory and Purpose 
This report is submitted in response to bipartisan legislation 
{AB 3231, Chapter 831, Statutes of 1982) that requires the Assembly Office 
of Research (AOR) to make recommendations for improving state and county 
governance of human service programs and the trial courts. This 
legislation defines "governance" as: 
1) The authority to define and promulgate program standards 
2) The authority to establish eligibility criteria 
3) The authority to evaluate and audit programs 
4) The authority to approve budgets and allocate funds 
5) The authority to establish tax rate and fees 
Assembly Bill 3231 also required the Assembly Office of Research to 
prepare recommendations regarding appropriate state and county 
responsibilities for program administration and supervision. This 
legislation established a process, which is discussed in succeeding 
chapters, for carrying out this assignment. 
The recommendations in this report build on the findings of an earlier 
report prepared by the Assembly Office of Research: City and County 
Finances in the Post-Proposition 13 Era, June 1981. This report identified 
the amount of increased county financial dependence on federal and state 
aid after Proposition 13. Nearly 52 percent of county revenues now come 
from these sources. Citing the "erosion of local control" that had 
occurred as a 11 major unintended consequence of Proposition 13, 11 the 1981 
AOR report called for a "wholesale re-examination of the division of 
responsibility and financial support for state and local government 
functions. 11 
The purpose of the 1981 AOR report was to document the need for action. 
The purpose of the current report, prepared in response to AB 3231, is to 
provide specific recommendations. We developed our recommendations by 
(1)_ identifying common values for governance, based upon public 
expectations, (2) establishing principles (or rules) based upon these 
values that could be applied to determine whether programs should be 
financed or administered by the state or counties, and (3) using the 
principles to arrive at recommendations for specific programs. 
Project Management and Activities 
Internally, AOR management established a project team headed by a 
project director, and other AOR staff were involved from time to time as 
needed. 
Assembly Bill 3231 required AOR staff to meet with and work with 
various county, state and legislative entities and private organizations to 
develop recommendations. 
-?-
To meet the requirements of AB 1, an isory Task Force was 
established. Assembly Office Research staff invi representatives 
legislative, state, coun and private consumer a 
to participate, as required by the statu , and the 
r organizations 
sk Force was expanded 
to include other persons who had expressed an interest in partici 
Chapter III provides a detailed account of the meetings, a tivities a 
recommendations of the AB 3231 Task 
Project staff also interviewed staffs of 
Office, the State Controller, and the state 
Abuse, Finance, Health Services, Mental Heal 
Legislative Analyst 1 s 
rtments of Alcohol a 
and ial rvices. 
broaden the county representation and input beyond included in 
AB 3231 Task Force, staff visited and interviewed coun cials from 
Alameda, Contra Costa, Sacramento, San Francisco and San 
Additionally, project staff were involved in numerous 
representatives of the County Supervisors Association 
statewide consumer organizations, associations 
programs, drug programs, mental health, health services, 
There was general consensus on 
project which can cha rized 
ect Focus 




1 i ia 
i alcoho 
a the courts. 
ectives of the 
o To give counties greate dis ion over local prope a 
), 
revenues by making the state responsible for financing county costs 
mandated under exi sti 1 aw 
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o To locate the authority to make decisions about the level and type 
of services to be offered close to the people ing served 
o To protect basic individual rights and li rties by ensuring uniform 
and equitable provision of services and benefits for vulnerable 
populations as defined under state law 
o To consolidate funds for human service programs to ensure that 
clients and program administrators have the maximum choice in 
selecting the most cost-effective services 
o To relieve counties of disproportionate or extraordinary financial 
burdens and prevent costs shifts between counties 
o To eliminate costly, duplicative layers of program administration 
o To reduce overhead costs associated with unnecessary state 
requirements 
o To ensure that the level of government responsible for program and 
expenditure decisions is accountable to its electorate for 
determining tax levels and sources of revenue to support program 
expenditures. 
Special Concerns 
Before proceeding to the main body of the report, there are three areas 
we would like to address. They concern the definition of "mandated-costs, 11 
some identified inequities in the present distribution of state revenues 
(mainly sales taxes) to counties, and the need for current, re1iable data. 
State-Mandated Costs 
Although immediately following Proposition 13 the s te relieved the 
counties of over one billion dollars in county shares of costs for state 
and federal welfare and health programs, there still remains the issue of 
"mandated costs. 11 Mandated costs are services or benefits the counties 
must provide, or shares of program expenditures they must meet, pursuant to 
state law. Not all ''mandated costs•• are reimbursed pursuant to provisions 
of SB 90 (Chapter 1046, Statutes of 1972). Only state laws that impose a 
new program or an increased level of service fall within the SB 90 
definition of state reimbursable mandated costs. Most of the county costs 
covered in this report fall outside this definition. Our analysis of some 
of these mandated costs not reimbursed pursuant to SB 90, and the 
distribution of sales taxes to counties, revealed some wide disparities 
among counties which are discussed in the following section. 
Sales Tax Distribution 
Aside from the inherent inefficiencies involved in the reallocation of 
one level of government's revenues to another level of government, there 
are significant inequities in the distribution of state sales taxes to 
counties. Counties 1'capture 11 only those taxes from sales that take place 
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in the unincorporated areas of counties, but they must provide many basic 
services (including health, welfare and court services) to residents of the 
incorporated cities. Our data show that the sales taxes allocated to 
counties range from $3 to $102 per capita for the 1981-82 fiscal year. Our 
data also reflect some significant variations in the amounts counties spend 
for some of these non-reimbursable mandated costs. County costs range from 
$7 to $24 per capita for those health and welfare programs which we 
recommend be financed by the state. Thus, many counties use local property 
taxes to meet these mandated costs, while other counties receive more than 
adequate state revenues to offset these mandated costs. Counties that have 
low per capita sales tax revenues and high per capita expenditures are 
typically among the counties that have experi the greatest financial 
difficulty since Proposition 13. 
Need for Current Da 
We will require current and reliable data for each of the 58 counties 
to assess the financial effects of our recommendations on each county. We 
have prepared a database and have written a computer program for this 
purpose that will be useful to policymakers in similar types of 
deliberations in the future. At this time, accurate expenditure data are 
available for fiscal 1981-82. Because this report makes recommendations 
that would take effect in 1984-85, and given the changes in patterns of 
expenditure and revenue growth that can occur during the intervening years, 
relying on 1981-82 data can be misleading. (For example, the Governor's 
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1983-84 Budget includes proposed increases in county support of the Foster 
Care Program of $66 llion for 1983-1984 and $133 million for 1984-85. 
The budget also includes reductions in state financial aid to counties for 
Vehicle License Fees amounting to $45 million for 1982-83.) Because of 
magnitude of these proposed shifts, we decided not to publish an appendix 
containing the estimates for 1984-85 until the 1983-84 budget becomes law, 
which should be in June, 1983. 
Legislation 
Two bills have been introduced in the 1983 Legislative Session based 
upon our recommendations. Assembly Bill 2100 relates to the short-term 
recommendations on program realignment. Assembly Bill 2101 includes the 
long-term recommendations on the general assistance program, welfare 





Article XI of the lifornia Constitution c ies as 
"legal subdivisions of state 11 but ils to set ir 
functions, except to require that 11 islature shall ide county 
powers. 11 Although county supervisors are independently elected li ir 
legislative counterparts, have given limi authority over many 
programs they must operate pursuant to s law. This incongrui , whi 
allows one level of elected officials (the state) commit expenditures 
and taxes of another level of elected officials ( county), lies at 
heart of present controversies between the state and county government. 
The passage of Proposition 13 may have been indirectly a public repudiat on 
of past increases in these 11 S 
county supervisors from lowe 
jumped so dramatically duri 
mandated costs, 11 which had 
ng property tax ra s when 
the 1970s. 
values 
Without any consistent nciples or consti iona authority, a 
given the present assignment responsibilities between the te and 
counties, it is difficult hold either level of government accountable 
for program results. 
Interviews with coun su isors and local officials discl some 
serious frustrations about fulfilling the public's expectation of 
accountability. Some even questioned the need for county governments, 
-9-
given the limited authority have over some 
growing reliance on s 
revenues. 
nanci 
Assembly Bill 3231 (Chapter 1, 
res 
as the authority to establish program standa 
criteria, approve budgets, allocate funds, 
audit records, evaluate performance and co lect 
cover the costs of services performed. 
Although the AB 1 nition of 
improving accountability, it does not provi 
whether programs are t 11 governed 11 
requires a different kind analysis 
of governance princi es to be n 
or expenditures, 









ves the development 
accountabi i for programs 
at the appropri level of se values rlie the 
development of 
~--------~--~---
value n ti s our starting 
point. 
rst, Garms, and Oppermann offer some insi on 
values. They conclude that "equity~'' '' ciency" choice" are three 
widely held values regarding government services in America. They offer 
the llowing nitions each. 
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Equity Mani sts itse l 
a governmental rvice 
access all 
that service s 1 d 
be provi on an equal l on an 
equitable is to sire t taxes 
that s rt equi 
manner. 
Efficiency - Is a straightforward desire 
rende by government that 
fairly provided priva y 
serv ces 
te y or 
services 
be provided at the lowest expense 
consistent with desi service 1 
Choice Is reflected in a ire to keep rnmental decisions 
as close as possible to served, so clients 
and taxpayers may more easily 
services and the way in which 
uence the level 
are rendered. 
They further offer that 11 these ree concerns are often in 
for any government service is usually a balance struck among 
This conflict, of course, rna s decisions about governance more di 
3 
choice 
a basis for the 
"Equity" 1 eads to the cen ization governance ions 




11 Choice 11 contri tes to decentralization of rnance functions. 
3Kirst, Garms, Oppermann, ices ildren, 11 p. 185. 
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''Efficiency 11 may be achieved either by centralizing functions where 
economies of scale can be ieved or by lizi ions where 
local conditions and flexibility are important. 
There is no single, simple solution that can be embraced by the 
decision to "centralize" or 11 decentralize. 11 
Where financing must be centralized II i 11 reasons, it still is 
possible to decentralize the operations of programs in order to allow local 
choices in the type and method of service i some of our 
proposals call for state financing with local control over operations. 
Funds for these programs would go from the state to counties in the form of 
"program grants. 11 Program grants would be in that give 
counties incentives to make the most effective use dollars. The 
formula for all ing state funds counties would a iate need 
for the excessive, unnecessary and cos y p anni 
proven to be i ve in controlling exis 
Chapter III summarizes efforts to i 
namely, the County Supervisors Service t 
AB 3231 Planning Advi Task rce. Cha r IV 
state/county governance includi the development 
Chapter V provides more information about ram g 
recommendations on improving accountability. 
-12-
res which have 
ca programs. 
rnance two groups: 
k and the 
a model for 
governance principles. 
and includes 
R II I 
DEVELOPING PRINCI FOR 
Setting the Stafe: The County Supervisors' Association Report 
on Program Rea ignment 
Before AB 3231 r 831, 1982) was ena 
Supervisors Association of lifornia (CSAC) es lis a Program a 
Service Realignment Task Force, ired Su rvisor ra i 
Monterey County. The recommendations of is sk rce were camp 1 in 
February of 1982, and the full body 
in Appendix 1. 
task repo is con ined 
The CSAC Task Force report provi an excellent opportunity for 
reevaluating the state and county roles. As such, it was instrumental to 
the development 1. 
The CSAC recommendations called the state to assume the nancing 
and administration so-call "state manda II ncome maintenance 
programs and the 11 costs municipal a or courts. In 
addition, the report 
drug abuse, alcohol 
objective of givi 
The CSAC report 
responsibility for men 
consolidating cal (mental 
va ous services) programs th the 
ies more flexibility and broader discretion. 
continui the sha s nty nancial 
' d abuse, alcoholism a public health 
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programs. However, the CSAC 
costs would have to increase 
k rce 
y 
state for welfare programs and the courts. 
those programs (program directors, p s 




s re of 
ing 
consolidation of some cal rams (s as abuse) 
and the increased on county nanci se concerns and 
recognition that accomplishing any i 
concentrated, long-term 
Assemblymen Farr, or 
Appendix 2, requi 
resulted in 
Sher. This bi! 
that i 
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islation d vided its work 
sions t 
a ( 2) human service rams. 
governance 
This work was 




accomplished n course 
through November of 1 
and served as gui in 








s c r, for 
representatives of some constituenci a s i interest groups, 
acceptance of the crite mar ly on i to state or 
county governance, rna nee s It was 
oft(•n difficult to ct 
outside the area of i rest individual sk Force 
The AB 3231 Task ided at rst i ll n 
service programs shou governed at unless there was a 
compelling reason for te rna nee. AB 1 nit ion, 
11 governance" included authori to establish program s ndards, 
determine eligiblity c a, approve , a 
program requirements, it records, evaluate rmance collect taxes 
or establish fees to cover the costs services performed. 
Project staff developed the 11 ng i of 11 Unde ying assumptions 11 
to guide the Advisory k Force. 





Additional costs to 
program realignment 




sources of revenue 
cons i 
11 continue 
competition for nancing 
no new tax resources will 
ei r counties s a result of 
shall be by equal decreased costs in 
sibilities or shifts in existi tax or revenue 
sibl program expenditure 
authority to determine the amount and 
to support programs. 
4) The formation 
relationshi 
precluded. 11 
joint powers agreements and contractual 
government juri ictions s 11 not 
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After numerous screening committee meeti s, rnance te a 
had evolved to the shown in Appendix 4. 
ion 2b of the Considerable discussion and debate su 
criteria, which required statewide uniformi 
publicly financed help to ''secure the suppo 
section evolved from a number of previous dra 
to protect people requiring 
essential to li This 
differentiate between so-call 11 Vulne le 
attempted to 
lations~~ who would be 
eligible for state financing and others 
This division of client eligibility was 
would rely on county financing. 
by provi mental 
ies and alcoholism services a health, drug 
could not be reli upon to su services not 
(These groups opposed the recommendation 
programs for elderly, mentally di 
this principle also limited s 
led 
nanci 
life.'') Representatives of the Children's 
that foster care programs should be fi 
like those of their coll in 
programs, were based upon ass 
compete with the 
police and fire 
on local revenues 
on. 
Staff of the Assembly Office of Research 
attempted to establish the 11 protection of i 
r es 










ion to the 
es. Their fears, 
subs e abuse 
cot,ld not 





rights and liberties" 
a for state governance 
(see Appendix 5) and two alternative plans for mental health 
programs and for children's services (see Appendixes 6 7). 
changes would make the rnance (including nancing) all mental 
health, drug abuse, alcoholism and protective services for adults a 
children a state responsibility. 
In addition, AOR proposed dramatic changes in the method of 
financing and administering these programs. These changes were based on 
the recognition that mental health and child protective services should be 
financed by the state and administered by the counties. The state would 
allocate funds to counties through "program grants" (a modified block 
grant) that combine need and caseload under a capi f o rmu l a ( s i l a r 
to that used for prepaid health plans) in order to give counties incentives 
to manage state funds efficiently. This would elimi much of the 
unnecessary paperwork and administrative procedures required for mental 
health, drug abuse and alcoholism programs. For additional information on 
these changes, see recommendations for each program area included in 
Chapter V. 
The immediate response to these proposals by those persons offering 
comments at the Los Angeles k Force meeting on November 16, 1982, is 
summarized as follows: 
o Mental Health - uncertainty, distrust and opposition to any change 
o Drug Abuse/Alcoholism- general acceptance of the "alternative plan" 
for mental lth assuming it would apply equally to drug abuse and 
alcoholism programs, subject to further study and revision 
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o Children's Programs - wholehearted endorsement 
o County Representatives - willingness to support the general 
concepts, subject to a better understanding of the financial shifts 
that would occur on a county-by-county basis as a result of other 
recommendations in this report 
During December, separate meetings were held with representatives of 
the mental health and alcohol and drug abuse constituencies. As a result, 
these groups were prepared to endorse the two alternative plans subject to 
revisions which sought to clarify the recommendations. 
Thus, while there appeared to be agreement from most of the major 
constituencies and counties involved, there still remained the task of 
setting forth in a consistent manner the principles for state and county 
governance. This is the subject of the next chapter. 
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IV 
A STATE/COUNTY GOVERNANCE 
This chapter discusses model we u to es lish sta and county 
responsibilities for governance of human services programs and the 
trial courts. This l for governance is based on the values of 
"equity, 11 11 effici 11 "choice, 11 and the AB 1 concept of 
11 accountability" discussed in r II. It also builds upon the efforts 
of the County Supervisors sociation California (CSAC) Report on 
Program Realignment a the 3231 Planning Advisory sk Force, discussed 
in Chapter III. 
We used the values of equity, efficiency, choice and the concept of 
accountability to develop a set of questions to test proposals to reali 
governance responsi ilities. 
The questions be asked 
How does the 
clients? 
How does it assure 
any proposal change are: 
realignment protect the basic rights of 
1 access to services? 
How does t relieve taxpayers of inequitable burdens? 
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How does it prevent cost shifts occu local 
state jurisdictions among counties 
2) Under the value of efficiency, 
How does the proposed reali t eli nate pe, 
unnecessary administrative costs tive activities? 
How does it develop incentives to rna 
program dollars? 
How does it allow local decision-rna 
allow clients choose from a va 
t use of 1 imited 
programs that 
t meet 
How does it eliminate unnecessary mul i rs 
involvement? 
3) Under the value of choice, 
How well does the p real 
level government is closes to 
clients and taxpayers alike may 
How does it improve local ci zen invol 
How does it increase the role of oca y 








tion and other 
4) Under 
How does the proposed reali uni responsibilities a 
authorities program sign, elig bili , benefits~ standards 
and evaluation with those for determining budgets, tax rates and 
fees? 
How does it eliminate provisions law that inapp ately 
mandate local government expenditures? 
In developing the model r governance, we developed principles for 
determining state and county responsibilities and divi them between the 
functional categories of "financing 11 and "administration" to make them 
easier to understand and apply. Before discussing the development of these 
principles it will be helpful to discuss some of the methods currently used 
for financing programs. 
Revenue Sharing - This method, which involves the simple transfer of 
funds from one jurisdiction to another, without requiring specific 
programs, combines equity (in the distribution of tax revenues) with local 
discretion and flexibili It weakens accountability, however, because it 
separates taxing autho ty from expenditure authority. Efficiency will 
depend on the manner in which funds are spent locally, and there are 
notable instances 
This method obviously 
purposes. It a 1 so encou 
r management of federal revenue sharing funds. 
not 11 ea rma 11 funds for speci c c 1 i ents or 
local jurisdictions to become overly 
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dependent upon revenue s 
times. Distribution to 





Matching Funds - This method represents ca 
financing local programs. Funds typically mu 
program purposes, but local jurisdi ons usua 







requirements to assure that jurisdiction receivi use 
become these dollars to replace its own funding. ram 
more specific and administrative requirements 
grants move closer nit on II 
service funds provided by the sta to counti 
funds in 1 iforni a. 
Categorical Grants - This method, whi nc 
or other types of ing tran , are si 
programs providing cash assi nee or in- i 
populations. Typically, local ju sdi ons must 
and budgets to justi 
a prescribed manner. 
usually extensive. 
receivi and mu 
tral control varies 
ity, in 
is the overriding considera on, while local 
weakened. Federal Aid to Families th 
example of a ca ca 1 grant. 
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a 
more gorous, se 
II 
an le of ing 
su ons, grants 
usually involve 
ces to vulnerable 
detailed plans 
expenditures in 
rams, but it is 
rt for clients, 
iency are 
(AFDC) is an 
Block Grants - In theory, bloc g t considerable local 
flexibility. This ing is prov ded forb ramma c 
purposes, usually u r a la allocation tha requires a minimum 
paperwork. In practice, especially king into account the restrictions 
Congress placed on the Reagan Administration's proposals, federal block 
grants still have many vestiges and 11 ings" r 
categorical programs. The formulas u to allocate funds are the or 
weakness of this approach. Lacking a conceptual basis for allocating 
funds, these formulas are subj to annual revision, leaving little 
guarantee or comfort to s and local program administrators and eli 
(Unfortunately, block grants under " Federalism" will probably be 
remembered as a mechanism to cut the Federal Budget 
improved governance.) 
r than one that 
government simply passes a law requiring a lower level of government 
provide specific services. Without adequate reimbursement, this approach 
undermines accountabili leaving to the cou the task of deciding on 
the level of obligation. 
The principles r 
extent possible, res 
either the state or cou 
rnance recommended in this chapter place, the 
s bili and authority r financing programs at 
level . 
-2 
These principles assign the responsibili administration of cash 
payment programs to the level of rnment res le nanci 
them. 4 Additionally, these principles allow 1 i 
administration of state fi in-kind serv rams assi to 
local jurisdictions through 11 program grants" are modified ock 
grants. The chief difference will be in on of funds, which 
would be allocated pursuant to a formula ki size and 
mix of identified vulnerable populations. Ins ng specific 
types of services, however, funds would capi II si lar to 
funding of prepaid health plans) to allow maximum local exibili 
while encouraging efficient management of 5 
Based upon the discussion of governance p ncip es in this chapter and 
human services programs and the trial courts. 
4In an article entitled "Which Level of Government d Assist the Poor, 11 
Ladd and Doolittle conclude that 11 cash rams voucher 
programs should be administered by (or at the very 
least by state governments) and programs t provide direct services 
should be run by local government or non-profit ies. 11 len F. Ladd 
and Fred C. Doolittle, "Which Level ld ist the Poor? 11 
National Tax Journal, September 1982, p. 
5 ~~capitation 11 means a system of payment 
participants in a county with a previously 
In this method of reimbursement, the amount 
budget with a fixed rate per indivi l 
based on a fee for service. 
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of eligible 
payment per person. 
ba on a formula and 
an entitlement system 
RECOMMENDED MODEL FOR STATE/COUNTY GOVERNANCE 
p rams and services. 
A) The state is responsib e for financing programs and services that: 
1) Mandate county costs under existing state law. 
2) Protect basic individual rights and liberties through the 
equitable provision of services and ts for vulnerable 
populations, as defined under state law. 
3) Create disproportionate or extraordinary nancial burdens for 
individual counties and county taxpayers. 
4) Require interdependent relationships with other state financed 
programs. 
5) Involve significant spillover of benefits or cost shifts 
between counties if programs were financed by individual 
counties. 
6) Require specialized techniques, equipment or research which 
would be prohibitively costly for any one county to finance. 
B) The counties are responsible for financing programs and services 
that: 
1) Provi immediate protective services. 
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2) Provide initial assessment, information referral services. 
3) Offer emergency or short-term , services and financia 
or in-kind assistance. 
4) Require interdependency th 
services. 
r county financed programs or 
5) Respond to unique local conditions or circumstances. 
II. Regarding the administration and supervision programs and services: 
A) The state is responsible for the ~a_d_m_i ______ ·---------L------- of 
programs and services when: 
1) Administrative efficiencies and cost savings can be achieved 
due to economies of scale. 
2) A high degree of uniformity is 
through centralized control. 
can only be achieved 
3) State control is the only ive way to maintain statewide 
program standards, control adminis ive costs and avoid 
unnecessary program expenditures. 
B) The counties are responsible for the administration and supervision 
of programs and services when: 
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1) There are signi ca 
requirements. 
local variations in program needs or 
2) Considerable professional judgment is needed to determine 
eligibility and the type of service to be provided. (Does not 
include cash-grant programs.) 
3) Programs are not covered by the criteria for state 
administration. 
III. The model calls for the use of Program Grants (modified Block Grants) 
for human service programs where state financing and county 
administration are the preferred method of governance. 
The next chapter discusses the application of the principles contained 




1. State Assumption of County Costs and Administration of the AFDC 
and Food Stamp Programs 
The issues relating to state and county governance of the Aid to 
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and Food Stamp Programs are 
relatively easy to discern and assess. The AFDC program is u r the 
control of the Federal government th some variation allowed among the 
states. Although there are significant differences in benefit levels among 
the states, basic eligibility standards and program requirements are 
governed by federal laws and regulations. Federal financial participation 
in the AFDC program varies among the states and is based upon an historical 
formula that relates in part to the relative wealth of each state. For 
California, the federal pays rcent of programs cos 
the state and counties 44.6 rcent and 5.4 percent respectively. The 
Food Stamp Program is lly contra 11 by the federal government and the 
federal government pays 100 rcent of the program costs. In addition to 
the program costs invol , counties percent of the administration 
costs of both the and Food Programs. These 11 mandated 11 shares of 
cos are both a source of tation and financial concern to the 
counties, because the major licy and program issues are decided at either 
state or s. 
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Given this federal/state preemption of licy, 
issues are: (1) What, if ' s ld 
and (2) Should the counties continue 






"it makes the counties more cost-conscious 1' is not ustified. rst of 
all, experience with other health fare rams s 
threshold of cost sharing (perhaps 25 rcent) would be i 
t a higher 
to 
accomplish this goal. In addition, there is an inherent problem in ving 
the counties pay only 5 percent program costs and 25 t of 
administrative costs. Because of this di 
counties have no financial incentive i 
in sha ng ratios, 
nistrative procedures 
to reduce program costs unless their 5.4 percent s re program savings 
exceeds their 25 rcent share of added admini trati costs. example, 
it is not cost-effective for a county to ins l an trative 
procedure costing ,000 that wi 1l save $ l/state 
and county program costs since the cou s nistrative cos of 
$6,000 {25 percent $24,000) coun p sa vi of ,400 
(5.4 percent of $ ) . 
Turning next the issue of shoul nis r welfare 
programs, we see major problems in continui current arrangement. 
With the state and the counties facing increa ing seal constraints, there 
will be increased pressures on counties to cut ck on administration of 
welfare programs. It is unlikely that the s te 11 be le to meet the 
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counties' wage a reements Y' col ect ve rgaining. 
Additionally, as the s new r techni s 
capabilities to monitor COUll nistrative ices, it will 
better equipped to exercise sanctions against counties not meeting 
new tools, however, state cials may nd standards. Even with 
themselves as frus 
exercising sanctions 
as their federal counterparts when it comes to 
r excessively high error rates in eligibility 
benefit determinations. Ironically, only nancia sanction the 
can exercise is to cut ck on ----
that which already s proved i 
There are similar problems a 
administer both the AFDC program 
nistration, thus rther erodi 
cient. 
contradictions in having count es 
100 percent county financed 
general assistance program. For example, when the state recent made 
significant reductions in a "AFDC-U 11 program that vJas almost 
wholly state nanced, counties, realizing that many 
eligible for county financed ral "discontinued 11 recipients would 
assistance program, renewed their to quali these recipients under 
remaining ra 1 
found to be eligible u 
unexpected state cost 
adequately s 




$ mi 11 ion. 
i rds of s 
program, which resul 
se individuals were not 
were 
in an 




no nancial incentive to 
The Food Stamp Program presents different p ems. ther the s 
nor t counties have any control over it s re, 
which is administered under su is ion Department 
of Agriculture (USDA). The benefit value of food s is fully 
underwritten by the federal government. Administra ve costs, however, are 
shared, with the federal government paying 50 percent state and 
counties each paying 25 percent of these costs. Administrative costs r 
1982-83 are estimated to be $140,081,000, and are high -- 23 percent of the 
value of food stamps issued in California, 
6 $602,353,000 for the same fiscal year. 
The principles for governance offered in the 
is esti to be 
chapter do not 
AFDC and Food Stamp programs. This is because cou ies ve little 
authority over basic program requirements since 
eligibility standards are controlled by either sta or federal 
government. The nature of these programs ires 11 Centralized 11 control to 
ensure uniformity in the determination ts. re are efficiencies 
that can be achieved rough "economies seal 11 se repetitive 
6The value of food stamps is determined by income, including 
aid payments, available to each household. Thus, the r the income, 
the lower the value of food stamps received. recipients 
with two members in the household, receive s i a value of 
between $31-66 per month depending upon housi costs. By contrast, 
California's aged, blind and disabled recipi under the Supplementary 
Security Income/State Supplementary Program (SSI/SSP) are no longer 
eligible for food stamps because of the higher benefits involved ($856 per 





























Unless the ts s increa dramatically 
rnance p 
costs 
is neither 1 i ly poli ically nor consis 














direct nis ion 
s 
plan lly assume 
tions are 
te assume 
a two and 
t 
































































































































County Wel re Directors Association, California County General 
Relief One Person , June 11, 1982. 
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The counties contend provis nns constitute an unfunded state 
mandate. This view is rei court s on have reduced 
local discretion in g i i n sett benefit levels. 
The California Supreme Cou in 1 deci 
county may not deny assistance toot rwise ligible applicants on the 
basis of employability.•• It further obse 
is the responsibili of the islature 
enforce the law as written. 117 rding s 
required by W & I 17001, the California Appellate 
the absence of any standard, the fixing of a level 
is necessary to survive to rsons who have no 
is arbitrary and c ous cons is 
purpose of the law relating to public assi 
Section 10000. 118 
Many capitol observers now it is ju a 
courts set a s s all cou s' 
7Mooney v. Pickett (1972) C.A.3rd 431. 
Be 
-36-
"writing new welfare law 
maintains a duty to 
aid and care 
rt stated that "in 
id so far below what 
means by which to live 
ectives and 
rams set forth in 
time until the 
and 
A state ta r 
one-person grant at 
does not have the nancial 
level 




state si y 
cost at this 
time. Nor would it 
with recent cutbacks in 
groups. If, on the 
tica s e reconc i 1 s a ac ion 
benefi at a 1 eve l 
challenged in the courts 
some recipients. 







it could result in lowe 
in conclusions 
cal aid 
of need 11 r 
is ction woul 
benefits r 
redefine state and 
criteria for the 
responsibilities and revise 
this section to 
eligibility 
si 
There are compelli 
General Assistance programs: 
o Counties d 
programs from p 
o gnificant di 
result in u 
ram. 
su rti ng s governance cou 
bilities 
taxes or 
s in igibi 
i itab 1 e 
nance ral Assistance 
r revenues. 
criteria among counties 
ts r persons havi 
similar racte st cs. 
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o Counties have va ng grant levels, ra ing to $299 per 
month for one rson grants. (Thi ve es have an average 
payment of less than $200 less n $100.) 
o There are significant di rences i wo requirements among 
counties. 
o Migration of recipients to counties higher g nts places a 
disproportionate burden on these counties. 
State takeover of General Assistance has long advocated by the 
County Supervisors Association of California and was recommended in the 
1978 report by the Commission on Government by former 
Legislative Analyst A. Alan Post. 9 If, as the Post Commission found, the 
vast majority of general assistance recipients are " i ally or fully 
disabled with relatively permanent ra ve itions, 11 with over 
62 percent 11 fully unemployable, 11 then it llows state should 
assume at least certain portions the sis Program. 
Recommendations 
One way of resolving the present t ilemma is to redefine 
both the state and county roles so that, to the extent possible, counties 
are relieved of disproportionate or extrao inary nancial burdens and 
that present inequalities in standards need counties are 
eliminated. The recommendations below ccompl s rposes. 
9california Commission on Government Reform, 
Report I-10, III-19, September 30, 1978. 
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The proposed county responsib lity 
relief would be similar to the exis 
short-term emergency 
coun responsibil i provide 
emergency medical as i th a limit of 90 days, is revision 
would receive support from taxpaying residents and could encourage 
community volunteerism efforts, which are so often absent in long-
welfare programs. 
The state program wou d use the standard and 
schedule ($248 for one ' I ' would di t eligibility 
earned and unearned income a 
allowances for real tate nd rsonal p rty waul more restrictive 
than the AFDC program, rsons under ld not be eligible and 
would new rements le recipients. In addition, 
re ces a ass is programs would be brought 
r under a si e s n st ive structure. 
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We further recommend 
imetable would be 
consistent with other l recommendati s concerni takeover 
the net transfer 
of costs from the counties to 
financial relief to counties cover lost Taxes. 
3. Full State Financing of Mental Health Programs Under Formula Program 
Grants to Counties, Increased Local Control and Flexibility, and an 
Expanded State Leadership Role in the Research and Development of New 
Prevention and Treatment Methodol ies. 
model and principles assigni res sibil ities show 
that there are compelling reasons to establi h s of mental 
health programs to ensure uniform ion iv ghts and 
liberties. Many s are le" (as 
discus on page 15), whi a of program 
uniformity and equal p ion. nancing is a 
crucial component sta sic laws, which have the 
following objectives: 
1) To end inapp riate, i te, i unta commitment of 
mentally disorde rsons, lly isabl persons, and 
persons impaired by ic i 
di ilitie 
2) To provide p 
mental di 
eva uation and treatment of persons with serious 
or i ronic alcoholism 
3) To guarantee a lie sa 
4) To safeguard indivi rights through judicial review 
5) To i i i li treatment, supervision, a placement 
services by a conservatorship program for gravely disabled persons 
6) To encourage the full use all existing agencies, professional 
personnel and public funds to accomplish these objectives and to 
prevent duplication services nd unnecessa expenditures 
7) To protect mentally disordered persons and developmentally di 
persons from criminal acts 
There are, on the r hand, good reasons for havi the counties 
nister and operate mental heal programs. First~ unlike wel re 
programs, with their precise means tests and categorical eligibility 
li tations, mental health services are open to everyone. And while 
welfare programs have speci c grant levels geared to income and family 
size (which are easily audited), the type level of mental health 
services are ndividually determined by local professionals on a 
case-by-case sis this reason the state Medi-Cal program has 




Second, there are inefficiencies in administration of the existing 
state/county partnership. The Legislature s increased the role of the 
state bureaucracy in approving county plans, in hopes of reaching the 
elusive goal of gauging county performance. is effort s increased 
program costs, expanded red tape, stifled initiative and ct~ated 
significant problems for county administrators. 
The voluminous county mental health plans, together with the staff time 
consumed in their development and review, might be justifiEd if they served 
as the basis for determining policy or making budget decis~ons. However, 
the state general fund appropriations for mental health apr,ear to be more 
the result of political negotiation than the product of detailed plans 
citing needs and justifying budgeted activities. 
~lany professionals and mental health advocates remai wary of the 
counties' commitment to finance mental heal 
the fact that public opinion polls show that 
public esteem. During the height of the 
trea programs, despite 
programs rank high in 
on Proposition 13, the 
Los Angeles Times conducted an opinion poll that showed that funding of 
mental health programs was indeed very popular with the public and high on 
the public's priority list of government expenditures. A more recent poll 
conducted by Field Institute in 1981 corroborated this finding by 
placing mental health just behind law enforcement, public assistance to the 
elderly and disabled, and public schools (K-12). 10 
10••Taxes and Government Spending,'1 California Opinion Index, June 1981. 
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To appreciate 
l to unders 
iews 
system in 1 i i a. 
basis; by 1960 this rat o 
non-hospital care and 
state funding, together 
















resulted in the dramatic ion 
, is consi 
hospita 1 s 
community mental health services. Thus, the present men 
the growth of 
lth system 
is based upon fai in state funding and 
administration. (Thi contrasts th 
example, which are both 
re 
in 
1 ice ion, 
i tered at the local level.) 
As a result, many articul of the mental lth rogram do 
not trust some counties allocate scarce property do 11 a rs to s u 
adequate mental heal services. 
, and apparently p 
services, as long as a s 
lars is ava 1 
Thus, problem s 
uni nancing 
ve, cos 
costs. A proposal t 











ion mental health 
le ow of s 
protection for clien a 
ile discou ing less 
unnece ive 
is problem loped the 
1 sionals and 
rt 
citizens groups, became s s 
repo The pu es this plan a 
s 
popul ionS 11 
ons in is 
ion are: 
i 11 in the 
discussed on page 15) 
1) To recognize 
definition of 11 VU1 
qualifying for sta p on of sic civil liberties 
2) To place the res 
the state level 
sib li for f 
3) To give counties increa authori 
the adminis ion mental 
4) To revise and en 
the state level 
ce roles 
local advisory 
5) To allocate s te funds to counties 
6) 
modified block gra ine 
capita ted 
in order to give 
resources 
eli nate mu 








lth programs at 
exibility in 
Council at 
1 eve l 
ram grants (a 
under a 
p ans) 
ze scarce doilar 
sa paperwork and 
state and county 
7) To establ h a new leadersh p e s in research into, 
and the development and dis nation ion concerning, 
the tion and treatment di it es 
8) To ensure that provis ons n-Pet s-
are carried out, incl lopment s de ou 
oriented standa a uni rti 
4. Full State Funding of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Programs, Increased 
Flexibility for Counties, and a New Leadership Role for the State. 
For our purposes, these programs differ from mental hea th programs 
because the use of certain drugs and many mani ions the abuse 
alcohol are crimes. Alcoholism has long been recognized as an 11 i1lness, 11 
and there is a growing awareness that drug abuse can and should be treated 
as both an individual and a community problem. Evidence of this approach 
can be seen in many communities that have lished local volunteer 
efforts and have increased cooperation of drug treatment a law 
enforcement personnel. This trend bodes well for the encouragement of 
local control of drug abuse programs, as has been the case for 
administration of alcoholism programs in recent years. so, drug abuse 
patterns have significant regional va ations, whi would imply 
program would best be operated with increased local control and 
flexibility. 
One of the major c ticisms alcohol drug abuse programs 
concerns the manner in which the has carri i administrative 
functions. Complaints regarding delays in approving contracts and paying 
contractors have been numerous. Although the Department of Alcohol and 
Drug Abuse Programs should be credited with having made significant 
improvements in resolving these problems, this attention administrative 
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detail has prevented the s providi necessa leadership in the 
development of new approaches i combati ism d abuse. 
There still remains to cla ive roles of the 
state and counties. 
authority under separate state-financed formula grants for alcohol and drug 
abuse. 
5. Development of A Comprehensive, State-Funded~ County-Operated 
Service System to Meet the Needs of Vulnerable Children and Youth. 
Children's services in California su r 
accountability and serious gaps in services. 
of the multi e rtments involved in f 
separate categorical programs. In addition 
State Department of Social rvices and 
youth services are provi by the Depa 
Programs, Developmental rvices, Heal Servi 
Education, Rehabilitation, and the a 
complex arrangement has resulted in 
accountability for providi services 
especially those who are emotional y 
When funds were not so scarce, service 
entities to provi serv ces to these chi 
cutbacks being made across the board state 
emphasizing their primary responsibilities 




ion, lack of 
tation is the result 
adminis tion of 
ces funded by the 





i l dren, 
multiple problems. 
could rely on other 
funding 
a ies are 
s i c client groups, 
A recent 
example of this has 
missions of the depa 
uncertain the fundi 
residential facilities. 
n 








care i communi 
the intent of the Legislature to provide comprehensive care and services 
for severely emotionally disturbed children whose needs are currently not 
met by any existing system. 11 This legisl ion required Department of 
Mental Health to submit a report to Legislature with an evaluation of 
the delivery of services to severely emotionally disturbed children a 
plan for a single, comprehensive fundi 
population. 
and service serve this 
In response to AB 2315, the Department Mental Health identified 
following issues regarding services r emoti ly disturbed children: 
"1) These children are currentl underserved or unserved in pa due to 
the inefficient use of current resources among various departments 
serving children. 
"2) There are multiple sources funding and service systems, none of 
which have p mary responsibility to meet the child's total needs. 
Each of service systems s i funding source 
and unique mission. 
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11 3) Currently the services provided to 
families are 
funding sources and 
with the optimal needs 
on 
i 1 d. 
''4) Agency mandates limit, inhibit or 
early intervention, coordination 
disturbed children who may be 
p 1 a cement. 
ris 
"5) Few options, other than out-of-home 
the maj ty of in ta 
limitations sometimes pro hi bit 
ay 
se 
ildren and their 
child, but rather on 
in conflict 
identification, 
planning for emotionally 
1 out-of-home 
, are avail le for 
cal ing 
ctive, less 
expensive but appropriate al ves. 
116) Many children cant nue to pl 
placement is clearly t choice. 
local placement resources is inhibi 
funding, but also lack a sta 
planni process a local level nvo l vi 
i 
n when local 
opment of needed 
insufficient 
a unified 
lie and private 
sectors. 
assessment 
a s would inc a community needs 
11 owed joint ing for resource 
devel in keeping with assessmen local needs. 
"7) There is a lack of speci c rt-Doyle programs to 
cipate i development of a provide 
multi 
1 health services 
continuum of care is g ildren. 
"8) There is a lack uni tern to monitor 
treatment planni and 11 ow-up services se il 
"9) There is a lack uni placement rate s 
program standa s and evaluation c teria programs servi 
emotionally dis ch ldren. 
11 10) Because this ta group is by va ous rtments/ 
agencies whi or not coo in ate ir provision 
services, there is no uniform reporting system for maki 
necessary data available for local s te an ing. 
11 11) AB 2315, whi les county wel re to 
option of providing ou placement services to 
voluntarily placed children thin target group, is scheduled 
to sunset on December 31, 1 Unless legislation is ssed that 
rectifies this, residen al pla for n ly pla 
p wi 11 no 1 anger available children in this target 
January 1, 1984 and such da that an alternative system is 
instituted. Also, AB 8, 14 all the 
availability child wel re services and funding and contain 
provisions that 11 sunset during 1983, resulti in adverse 
effects on all children, incl ing this target group, unless the 
provisions are extended. ull 
11california Department tal , Report to the Legislature on 
Services to Emotionally Disturbed Children (AB 2315), Division of 
Planning, Evaluation and Promotion, Office of Children and Youth 
December 27, 1982. 
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State and county res sibilities r care present 
another problem. Immediately ition 13, 
legislation (SB 1 1 and 8 
funding ratio for the nonfederal share r care to -5. Although 
this change resulted in a dramatic increase in state fundi there was 
little change in the county-based 
payments to foster care providers. 
entering into vo1unta cooperative rate-
Bay Area Placement Council), rates 
the state. Concerns have been rai 
a s uni rm the lack 
expres other concerns that the 
local rate setting decisions. The 
1980 (PL 96-272) ires a sta 
receiving federa 1 In a 
Care Rate Setti rtment 
11 owing major p ex 
problems address lack uni 
l oca 1 disc ion and ce in 
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11 Problem #4 - A 1 
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11 Problem #5 - Both 
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d es do 
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"Problem 10 - The l coordination in rate-setting among va ous 
community care programs leads to ei of providers from 
lower paying p rams higher the increasi of 
rates based on competitive ci of care. 
11 Problem #11 - Restrictions on fundi elig bili requirements for 
various community care programs result in acing ildren in programs 
which may not be best suited 
overall costs." 12 
their may entail greater 
Recognizing the vulnerability of this population and given the need for 
that: 
1) The state as re 







recommendations in this report, a Department of Children's Services 
would be created. 
This approach would rallel the development of a comprehensive system 
for persons who are disabled or elderly as enacted during the 1981-82 
Legislative Session (AB 2860). It also rallels the direction the 
Department of Social Services has been pursuing over recent years under 
recently enacted legislative measures. 13 
The following outlines this p change in program and 
organization. 
PROPOSED CONSOLI ION OF SOC SERVICE PROGRA~1S 
FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH 
Objectives 
1) To increase state and county accountability in protecting and 
serving vulne e il dren and 
2) To develop a comprehensive, noncategorical, single-funded 
service sys 
children and youth 
13chapter 116, Statutes of 1 
1982 (SB 14). 
to needs of vulnerable 





1 nera e 
lect, child 
ng r 
2) Emotionally is 
treatment 
treatment services 
3) i l dren 
and neglect 
deli 












t risk of 










3) The fo 11 owi fundi sources would be i in single 
appropriation s ve ildren's services: 
(a) Title 4E foster re funds 
(b) Title 4E adoption subsidy a service funds 
(c) State genera care funds 
(d) State general fund adoption s idy and services funds 
(e) State general r care training funds 
nis tive funds (f) Federal fos r care 
(g) State general fund care administrative funds 
(h) Title 4B child wel re services funds 
(i) Title (Social Services) child protection services 
funds and fos care case monitoring funds 
(j) State general fund child wel re services funds 
(k) State genera fund for child protection services and 
foster care case manito funds (OCSS) 
(1) State 1 fund child abuse prevention services fund 
(m) Optional rams would include: 
i . Federa 1 94-142) funds for educationally 
handica ildren in above client groups who 
require resi ial or day treatment services 
ii. te ral s ial education funds for 
cationally handicapped ildren in above client 
groups 
services 
require residential or day treatment 
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4) The State Department of Children's Services would be 
responsible for: 
(a) Prepa a comprehensive chil 's services budget 
initially based on current dollars 
listed above. 
ng to the services 
(b) Allocati funds to counties on a capitation basis. 14 
(c) Establishing eligibility criteria for each service; 
service type and levels would matched to the needs of 
the i ividual child. 
(d) Developi program and traini services 
and service providers. 
(e) Ensuring basic protections the law are carried out 
and developing a protection and review ism for 
emotionally disturbed chil 
14"Capitation 11 means a system of 
eligible participants in a county with a 
payment per person. In this method of re 
paid is based on a formula and budget 
individual rather than an entitlement sys 
service. 
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on the number of 
iously set rate of 
rsement, the amount 
a fixed ra per 
sed on a fee for 
5) The State rtment dren's rvices would the 
following a itional res ib lities: 
(a) Auditing, program a fiscal 
(b) Collecti data 
(c) Evaluati nee 
(d) Responding to ous allegations of abuse or fraud 
il 6) The State 
strong 1 rship e in 
's Services would provide a 
promotion of services designed 




a continuum of care in each county or 
1) Counties would administer the comprehensive Children's 
Services a 11 
2) Counties would 
and provision 
ion from the state. 
maximum exibility in the organization 
services, incl i the authori to contract 
3) Counties would insti te a ca management system that would 
be responsibl 
their needs a 
referring children to services, assessing 
ish 
other services and eval 
provided or rchas 
out-of-house placement, obtaining 
ing outcomes of the services 
worker would be responsible for 
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the child (and family) from initial asses 
of services. 
4) Counties would also be responsible 
(a) Licensing and monitoring r 
to termination 
ly , day 
treatment programs, and residen al service providers 
(b) Establishing rates for all service 
state guidelines 
i rs, lowing 
(c) Training for county children•s service 
private service providers 
(d) Reporting annually to the state 
served in each service, average 
one time~ average leng of in 
annual expenditure for each service 
capita cost for each service 
Services 






1) Child protection services, inc1 ing emergency response 
2) Needs assessment 
3) Preplacement preventive services, nc 
services, respite care and family coun ing 
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sed 
4) Family reuni ca ion serv ces, incl ing emergency shelter 
care 
5) Individual, p ly rapy 
6) Adoption services 
7) Foster ly care, incl i specialized care 
8) Group home care a resi ial trea 
9) Day treatment 
10) Child abuse prevention services 
6. Maintaining the Fragile Balance of County Health Services 
The last 15 years were a period significant challenge and change for 
county health services. Increased demands r medical care, r wi 
rapidly escalating costs, pl ever increasing financial strains on the 
counties' obligation under Welfare a Institutions Code Sections 17000, 
et seq. to provide 
worse, the Medi-Cal 
reduce county heal 
reform measure 
lth services indi populations. Making things 
ram of 1971, which counties had hoped would 
costs 11y opposite effect. The 1971 
new g 
nanced Medi 1 p 
receiving county services 
this new program proved 
state reimbursements, coun 
1970-71 to $200 llion i 1 
ca 11 11 Medically Indigent~~ to the state 
ginal estimates of those persons 
eligible for s te nancing under 
y i stic. With lower than expected 
cos jumped from $70 million in 
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In an attempt to 
their support of 
represen a 
others it simply 
health care for indi 






Legislature enacted the "Beilenson 
I 
pita 
requiring counties to give prior notice, lie 
set forth the means by whi medical service 
Specifically, Section 1442.5 of 
of Supervisors 11 to make ndings on 
action will not have a detrimental on 
indigents of the coun 11 And finally rsuant to Heal 
es re requi Section 1442, the cou 
of Health Services "a 
facilities through al 
an for idi 
ive means. 
Notwi standi islative 
decade of the seventies witnes 
the sale of two to Universi 





introduced SB 660 to increase 
cu 
























This legislation, which was near final passage, died with other pending 
fiscal bills because a threatened $200 million Medi-Cal deficit that, 
ironically, failed to materi ze. Many of the provisions this bill 
were embodied in the first Proposition 13 "bailout" bill, SB 154 (Chapter 
292 Statutes of 1978) and the permanent 11 bailout" bill, AB 8 (Chapter 282, 
Statutes of 1979). 
Under AB 8, the state now pays approximately 54 percent the 
county costs of health services. This infusion of state dollars has 
stabilized county health services, partially because as a condition of 
receiving state aid counties must agree to continue to support these 
services at the 1977-78 expenditure level, calculated pursuant to a 
complicated formula that includes statutory increases and allowances and 
cost of living adjustments. 
The funding of county health services is now delica ly balanced 
between the state and counties. counties have become dependent 
upon state matching funds while objecting to state controls and maintenance 
irements. state has a major stake in this relationship 
se county health services reach remote populations and function as a 
lower cost alterna ve to acute care. Counties also provi emergency and 
specialized care t t not otherwise be available, such as burn care, 
trauma centers, alcoholism treatment, neonatal care, intensive care and 
rehabilitation centers. County hospitals also serve as training facilities 
for health professionals throughout the state. 
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Overall, county health services account for almost 
state Medi-Cal payments for acute care. In ition. 
the only hospitals available in five counties. 





standards. Because counties have not been able to maintain adequate 
reserves for needed renovation projects, AB pter 1, Statutes of 
1980) provided $25 million to counties for cons i • renovating and 
equipping health facilities. 
The recent transfer of Medically Indigent lts M to the es 
reduces unit costs by creating greater 11 economies scale 11 
underutilized hospital facilities. Not all ies r, wi 
the state's decision to fund these services at 
formerly provided under the Medi-Cal program. 
The principles offered in Chapter IV support 
administration and supervision of health services 
however, more difficult to fix financial res sib li 
of the level 
inuation of county 
indigent. It is, 
because the county 
has in the past been the 11 provider la t resort, 11 a role that has been 
expanded in the provision of emergency care. (There is the additional 
financial burden created by persons who use emergency services and the 
ability to pay but do not pay. Counties have found t locati and 
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8 costs as previously ieve ld 
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addition issues invol in ic p 
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ra rei s 
combine funds for insti ional care and noninstitutional care rsons 
who are disabled or el y into one fund, it encourages ocal 
ju ctions to use avail le dollars flexibly for the services 
each client. 
Assembly Bill 2860 consolidates, under one department, exis 
long-term care programs the funds formerly used to support these 
programs. This bill establis a comprehensive, community-based 
health, social and support services for persons who are di led or 
elderly. The purpose is to avoid inappropriate n itutionalization and to 
improve the chances clients will be capable 1 i i independent l . 
Specifically, AB 2860: 
1) Establishes a Department of Aging and Long-term Care adminis 
long-term care services currently provided by the Departments 
Aging, lth rvices and Social Servi:es. 
2) Creates the rnia Long-term Care ida nd 
a zes rtment to enter in at cts 
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size, a $60,000 annual block grant for su rior court judgeships created 
since 1973, and for specific legislatively mandated costs. (The state pays 
the full costs of Supreme Court, the courts of appeal and judicial 
oversight functions.) 
Using 1982-83 budget estimates, California's trial courts cost 
$526 million. Court revenues are estimated to be $429.8 million during 
the same period. However, the distribution of court revenues has no 
relationship to the amount of costs shared by each level of government. 
For example, cities receive $144.5 million of court revenues but pay 
nothing toward the cost of the courts. Allocation of court costs and 
revenues are reflected in Table II. 
County supervisors and administrative officers regard their share of 
the financing of the trial courts as an unfunded state mandate. Counties 
cannot and do not control the workload of the courts and have little 
influence over the court budgets. Aside from the fact that judges are 
independently elected, counties are no match in a face-to-face budget 
confrontation with one of the three major branches of state government. 
complicate matters, the State Government Code contains page after page of 
legislative provisions affecting individual counties' court staffing 
standards, salary schedules, fees to be paid for transcripts, expense 
allowances and the li , leaving counties little if any discretion over 
these administrative matters. 
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TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF TRIAL COURT COSJS 
AND FUNDING SOURCE (1982-83 FY) 
State County Cities Total 
u~; 11 ion $) (Million $) (Million $) ~1i 11 ion $ 
Trial Court Costs 
Superior Court 55.0 236.2 291.2 
Municipal Court 5.4 214.2 219.6 
Justice Court 15.5 15.5 
Totals, Tria 1 Court 
Costs 60.4 465.9 526.3 
Trial Court Revenues 
Fines, Forfeitures 
and Penalties 299.5 
Assessments on Fines 67.0 
Civi 1 Filing Fees and 
Costs 53.0 
Civil Process Services 10.3 
Allocation of Revenues 73.6 211.7 144.5 429.8 
Net Costs (or excess of 
Revenue) by Source (13.2) 254.2 (144.5) 96.5 
aDoes not include $39.4 million in state support for Supreme Court, Courts 
of Appeal, Judicial Council and Commission on Judicial Performance. 
SOURCE: Administrative Office of the Court Judicial Council Staff Report, 
March 1982. 
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From the perspective of accountability, re is no basis for county 
financing of the courts. The model and principles presented in the 
previous chapter of this report support state financing, leaving to be 
resolved the definition of support services funded by the state and the 
method of allocating state support. 
Turning first to the issue of defining support costs, we have used the 
definition developed by the State Judicial Council. (The Office of the 
Legislative Analyst has developed estimates which closely parallel those of 
the Judicial Council.) County costs thus include all directly budgeted 
expenditures for superior, municipal and judicial courts, plus the court 
related costs of the county clerk, court reporter and the court bailiff. A 
prorated portion of county indirect costs is added. Expenditures for the 
offices of the public defender, district attorney, probation services and 
jails are excluded. 
These categories of costs to be covered by the state include: 
1) Judicial salaries and benefits 
2) Nonjudicial salaries and benefits (court administrators, jury 
commissioners, secretaries, stenographers, courtroom clerks, 
calendar clerks, deputy clerks, plus court related personnel of the 
county clerk's office) 
3) Court reporters 
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4) Bailiffs 
5) rvices and supplies 
6) Indirect costs (court share of centralized county services such as 
purchasing, stores, personnel, auditing disbursements, payroll, 
budgeting, messenger services, maintenance, communications, rent, 
security and the like). 
As mentioned earlier, these activities of the courts which are 
estimated to cost $526.3 million for the current fiscal year also generate 
revenues of $429 million. Of these revenues $211.7 million now go to the 
counties, which would not be needed for county su rt of the courts if the 
state pays all court costs. Two issues need to considered. First, some 
of these revenues have been dedicated for specific county costs. However, 
to the extent that court revenues are expended for non-court costs, it 
follows that other county discretionary revenues (s as property taxes) 
have been used to underwrite court costs. Since the sta will be 
relieving counties of the total costs of courts, these discretionary 
county funds would become available, if county so desires, for costs of 
services now cove court revenues. 
There is, however, a need to maintain incentives for counties to 
collect , fines and forfeitures. The present tern gives counties a 
st incentive to collect these revenues. We have proposed that the 
state pay for the costs of collecting these fees, fines and forfeitures 
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from the revenues they generate. It may be necessa to develop incentive 
pilyrnPnts to counti(•<; to a:, ur(• thilt tflPY ll shilr'f' in the state>'s interest 
in lecting these revenues. 
We recommended that the state relieve the counties of their costs of 
the trial courts less the share of court revenues. 
9. Revision in Distribution of Sales Taxes and Subvention for 
Vehicle License Fees and Business Inventory Taxes 
There are three sources of county revenues that would be altered by the 
recommendations contained in this report. The short-term recommendations 
concerning program realignment increase state costs by $622 million. To 
offset these costs we propose that the state retain 1) all sales taxes now 
di stri to counties estimated at million for 1982-83 all 
vehicle license fees now distributed to counties (estimated at $315 million 
for 1982-83 . 
Under the long-term recommendations, concerning changes in welfare and 
the general assistance programs, and to offset the increased state costs 
involved, we propose that the state reduce the amount of fiscal relief now 
subvened to counties for property tax losses as a result of increases in 
business inventory exemptions that were enacted in 1979. This is estimated 
to be million for 1987-88 which fiscal r coincides with the 
implementation of the long-term recommendations. 
The following is a brief description of each of these taxes. 
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Local Sales and Use Tax 
Under existing law, cities and counties may impose a uniform one 
percent sales tax rate. Thus, one-cent of the total six-cent sales tax is 
a locally imposed tax, although it is collected administered by the 
state. This one-cent is distributed by the state to counties and cities 
based upon the point of sale. Thus, counties only receive revenues from 
sales in the unincorporated areas of counties. is presents a major 
financial problem for those counties that have si le populations 
residing within incorporated areas (cities). The problem is that the 
counties must pay for many health and welfare a court costs for these 
populations, but counties do not receive a s re of sales tax. 
Vehicle License Fees 
Vehicle license are imposed annually at a rate of two percent of 
the market value of ea vehicle and are collected the state at the time 
of registration. Net collected are initially alloca equally to 
cities and counties. 
among counties on 
subvention tern has 
state seal reli 
counties were 
$40 1lion. 
county 50 percent allocation in rn is allocated 
sis of each county's 1 population. This 
u in to reflect reductions in 
to local governments. In 1981-82, allocations to 
$21.5 million and in 1982-83 cutbacks totaled 
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Business Inventory Subvention 
This state subvention reimburses local jurisdictions for property tax 
losses resulting from state law that increased business exemptions from 50 
to 100 percent in 1979. The amount of fiscal relief received by each 
county is based on the 1979-80 assessed value of business inventories, as 
adjusted annually for changes in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and 
population. The cost of living adjustment included in the subvention 
budget was less than the CPI for 1981-82 and 1982-83. Thus this state 
subvention, like vehicle license fees, is subject to revision by the state 
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Statement of the CSl\C Pr 
In formulating its recomme tions on pr ram realignmen s, the Task Force 
developed the follOI·IinsJ overall objectives: ligmnents shou· d be directed at 
roving liforniJ' total stem of governance, should restlt in improved 
pr ram efficiency and effectiveness, a should not result ir, an increased 
ove cost shift to e State or Counties. In order to achieve these objec-
Lives, the Task Force developed and applied eight criteria for its review of 
c~ach sr~rvice or service category 
r 
l. 
a n c1 C r i m i n a l ,J u s t i c e 




ls tht:re a ne for flexibility or a need for stan rdization of the 
"v i c e del v t~ r_y? 
\~1:1ch l el of jOVc:rnment ori9inally detern1ined t 
prov ill 'I 
service should be 
program and other 
st:r·vices'? \·/hut, if any, adverse irnpiiCts on other St:rvices \'iOUld occur 
if this pr ram v¥ere ad nistered by a different level of government? 
t n r a relationship tween the service deliverer 
and 
11t result in a r l possibility of savings or 
C1 n s rv i c c:f ctively controlled t the 1oc.3l level or are pro-
o n+:.s set by other govern!llental levels or outside ctors? 
i icial fiscal oro er incentivesidisincentives to 






1. Income M1 intenance 
As a general principle, the Task Force recommends income 
maintenance programs should be dministered at the State 
level. 
2. Direct Services 
As a general principle, the Task Force recommends social 
services should be administered at the County level. 
. . 
B. Criminal Justice 
c. 
As a general inciple, the Task Force recommends transfer of 
Municipal and Superior Courts to the state. 
Mental cohol and 
l. As a neral principle, the Task Force recommends that service 
delivery should remain at the County level with rmximum flexi-
bility in administrative organization and program design. 
2. a genera·! principle, the Task Force recommends consolidation 
3. 
of cat orical programs under one funding and administrative 
mechanism shared between the State and the Counties. 
a nera 1 inciple the Task Force recommends that the State 
revise regulations to concentrate on program objectives rather 
than organizational, procedural or staffing requirements. Any 
additional requirements should be at County discretion. 
A-3 
III. 
1. As a general principle, the Task Force recommends consolidation 
of categorical programs under one 
mechanism shared bet\<1een the State a 
and administrative 
Counties. 
2. As a general principle the Task Force recommends that the State 
revise regulations to concentrate on program objectives rather 
than organizational, procedural or staffing requirements. 
additional requirements should be at unty discretion. 
ific Recommendations and nment 
A. Social Services 




Procedures for transferring AFDC-
Refugee Cas si stance (AFDC) to 
and i lemented immediately. 
, AFDC-U, Fo Stamps a 
ann s ho u l d beg i n 
fugee 
iately fort 
sista ce (G ft.ssis nee a 
a planned letion date of 1y, 1985. 
AFDC- ster re a 





te s ld be developed 
transfer of General 
) to the state with 
ildren should continue 
4. nistration of social service programs should be trans rred 
5. 









ln Ho1nr• uppor·Liv · ·rv '(", •,hou1d he: folded inlo a L(JrliJ nn 
Care tem. 
The te should immediat y begin to revise canmunity care 
licensi ulations to eli nate overlapping procedural require-
ments. Once minimum standards are set by the State, the Counties 
should be permitted to ad ni ster the regulations with rraximum 
flexibility including the right to set more rigid standards by 
County ordinance. 
Sta f fi and org~nizational requirements for community care 
facilities should be revised by the State to eliminate all but 
thost~ requirements which are directly related to rraintaining 
health and safety standards. Any additional requirements should 
be at County discretion. 
B. Criminal Justice 
A study should be undertaken immediately to determine what factors 
should considered and what steps are required to implement the 
trans r of Municipal a Superior Courts to the State. 
C. Mental He_l_}J:_~ Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
1. Coun ies should be a11owed rmximum flexibility in administration 
and lesign of r~ental Health, Alcohol and Drug l\buse programs. 
2. 1 ia te is1ative action should be undertaken which would 
allo·1 the combini of drug abuse and alcohol administration at 
the o ca 1 l eve 1 . 
3. Fina cing for local r~ental Health programs and for County utili-
zati"n of te hospitals should be combined. New regulations 
shou d be wri ten which will permit Counties to notify the State 
in a( vance of the number State Hospital days they require and 
to piy the State only for ose days actually utilized. (Except 
for I enal Code commitments). 
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D. 
l. te lavts a ti ons should revi 
objectives rather than on nizational, sta 
requirements. Staffi requirements should 
standards necessary to meet critical lth a 
ments. This task should begin ia y. 
to focus on program 
and procedural 
ect the mi mum 
fety require-
2. The Director of lth's authority to establish requirements 
regarding staffing and organization of rams should be limited 
to establishing only those requ·irements which can be proven 
critical to the protection of health and safety. 
3. The Department of Health Services ld proceed with the consol i-
dation t categorical programs in t ternal and Child 
Health a rea. 
4. u1t Day lth re Start-Up s s ld be cons ida ted with 
programs a included in the nt a Long Term 
Care s .Y em . 
5. alth re r Inna ld the Pena 1 Code and 
ons th other Hh ca rams v;h i ch are eligible 
¥' 
I 
6. e rea 1 i g nme n t of p u l i c 1th services should not be limited 
t:J o y tho al dent i fi t s 1y 81fice of 
search. t ral and related rams, su as vironmenta1 Health, Emer 
g rvices, ita l r·vice a killed Nursing 
cil ities s d considered in rea ignment study as soon 
as they are identi 
7. a reg u 1 a ireme ts in health programs are 
d over1a 
' 
rna king clear delineation which programs 
s ld State or n ni sometimes difficult to 
d ne .. ere is ca 0 ca a i- i over-




!Jc~twPt-n ld & I Code 14000, W & I Code 17000, and l3eilenson re-
quirements. Due to these conflicts, the above needs further 
consideration by the State and the Counties. However, in the 
interim, legislation on these issues as viell as legislation on 




Assembly Bill No. :l2:Jl 
CHAPTEH H.31 
An act relating to public programs. 
I \ppro\cd b1 Cmcrnor Scp!cmlwr 9. l'lk2. Filed \dth 
S,·crdan· of Sl:ll<' Sq>kllllwr 10, I!IH2.j 
LECISL\TI\'1-: UHI:\SEL'S DICEST 
AB .32.11. Farr. Public programs: redefining of responsibilities and 
funding. 
Under exi~ting law, counties and the state have various program 
and fiscal w<>ponsibilitics for various human services programs. 
This hill would require the Assembly Office of Hescarch to 
establish a project team, and mcd and work with various county, 
state and l('gi~lativc entiti('S and privatt• organizations to make 
recommendations for legislative and administrative action relating 
to the governance, as defined. of human service programs. The bill 
would require this office tomah· a report by February l. l9H3. 
71w pcopli · of' the State of CaHfornia do enact as {o/lmt·s: 
SECTIO\: l. The Legislature finds and declares as follows: 
(a) County governments arc finding it increasingly difficult to 
absorb the high cost of large numbers of state-mandated programs. 
(b) State and county government financing has undergone major 
changes since 197H. Articles XIII and XIII B of the State Constitution 
:•ml the effects of state mandates upon local governments have 
; ltered the fisc·al landscape of government in California. 
I c) Hapid i n!lat ion in heal! h care costs has further increased 
county co<;!.\, vvhich are only partially reimbursed by the state. In 
addition, many counli('\ arc r('quired to expend increasing amounts 
of local rcv('lllH'S for jails, l:nv cnfcrccment, and criminal justice 
programs. 
I d) The llllCt'rlain future of federal funding for county health and 
w(·lfare programs. coupled with proposed cuts in federal Medi-Cal 
funding, rnav force countie-; to absorb additional costs to maintain 
health and human 'i('f\'ice progr<lfllS. 
SEC. 2. It is the intent of the Legislature that administrative, 
~en ice. and funding responsibilities be revised and distributed 
among stab' and cmmty agencie<; in order to: 
I a) \take tlw financing of human service programs the 
rt''>pomihilitv of the le\cl of gmcrnmenl that is b0st able to support 
th<'lll. 
!I)) Loc;1lc the authority to make decisions about the level and 
type of ~('f\ ic<'~ to lw offncd close to the peoph· being sen eel. 
























(d) Heduce overhead costs associated with unnecessary state 
requirements. 
SEC. 3. In order to reduce the overhead costs of dual 
administration and to fix the responsibility for funding and managing 
human service programs at the most appropriate lc\ el of 
government, it is the intent of the Legislature that the goH'rtl<tllCt' 
of certain programs be either the responsibility of the state or tlw 
counties unless as a result of the study required by this act, other 
means of governance are recommended. For purposes of this act, the 
term "governance" consists of the following five elements: 
(a) The authority to define and promulgate program standards. 
(b) The authority to establish eligibility criteria. 
(c) The authority to evaluate and audit programs. 
(d) The authority to approve budgets and allocate funds. 
(e) The authority to ('stablish tax rate and fees. 
SEC. 4. The purpose of this act is to initiate actions to dctermill(' 
the appropriate location of responsibility, for each of the fin' 
clements of governance enumerated in Section 3, for certain human 
-;ervice programs. 
The Legislature recognizes that thorough study and public 
deliberations will be required to develop detailed statutory and 
administrative changes tc accomplish any transf<>rs of governance 
n'sponsibilities, and to assur,e that the stat(' and county 
administrative requirements will be streamlined while persons are 
not denied vital services. It is the intent of tlw Legislature that these 
deliberations be completed in time to determine an appropriate 
realignment of governance responsibilities for fiscal year l9.S4~:'i. 
SEC. .'5. The Director of the Assembly Office of Ht•search shall 
perform and coordinate :he following activities: 
(a) Establish a project team with staff assigned to den•lop 
recommendations for governance of each of the programs 
enumerated in Section 7. 
(b) E~tablish a schedule of regular meetings with staff and 
appropriate committees of the County Supervisors Association of 
Califomia. 
(c) Inform and \\ ork with the following legislative committees: 
( l) Assembly Committee on Aging. 
(2) A.'>W111bh Committe(' on llt•alth and tlw Assembly 
Sul)('ommitltT on :\IC'ntal I lcalth and Dt'\f'lopmcntal Disabilities. 
{J) A,scmbly Committee on I Iuman Sen ict•s. 
(4) A~'il'illbh Commit!t>t' on Local C:on•rnnwnt. 
1.'5) .'\>'i<'miJiy Sclt'CI Cornmitke on Count\· CO\ enm1cnt. 
(li) A~'>l'lnbly- Committee on Ways and \kans (Subcol!llllittt'l' :\o. 
1-1 [v;dth and Welfare). 
(71 Senate Commilll'e on Health and \\'dLtn•. 
(K) Senate ( :onunittel' on I .ocal Co\'crnment. 
191 Scnatl' Selcd Committee on Children and Youth. 
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responsibility for program administration and supt>n l'>ion. 
(d) Estimates of state <!nd county cost '>a\ ings to bt· rcali:tt•d as a 
result of recommendations developed pursuant to subdivisions (b) 
and (c), and recommendations for budg<'! actions to <H.·hie\(' these 
cost savings. 
(c) An analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of uniform 
statewide eligibility criteria and program standards, and specific 
recommendations for the eligibility criteria and program standards 
for programs for which responsibility is to be I rans!'erred to the 
counties. 
(f) An analysis of current eligibility requirements and grant k\'cls 
provided by the counties pursuant to Part 5 (commencing with 
Section 17000) of Division 9 cf the Welfare and Institutions Code and 
an analysis of the impact of court decisions affecting the eligibility 
requirements and grant levels. 
(g) for the governance of nwdical assistance providc•d 
to indigent adults pursuant to Part 5 (commencing with Section 
17000) of Division 9 of the Welfare and Institutions consistent 
with methods that may be adopted by the Legislature for funding 
services for the medically indigent pursuant to Section 14052 of the 
Welfare and Institutions Code. 
SEC. 7. The final report required pursuant to subdivi~ion (I) of 
Section 5 shall also contain an analysis of the full fiscal impact, 011 !lw 
state and on each county, of transfers of financial responsibility, a~ 
defined in subdivision (d) of Section 3 mduding 
(a) An analysis of the fiscal impact of state assumption ol 
responsibility for funding the nonfederal share or the fol!O\ving 
programs which have been proposed by representatives of the 
County Supervisors Association of California: 
( 1) Administration of the Aid to Families with Dependent 
Children program, provided to Chapter 2 (commencing 
with Section 1200) of Part 3 of Division 9 of the Welfare and 
Institutions Code, except for that portion u;,cd to administer aid to 
children placed in foster care. 
(2) Assistance payments provided by the Aid to Familie~ with 
Dependent Children program under the family group and 
components pursuant to subdivision (a) and the 
and second paragraphs of subdivision (f) of Section 114.'50 of the 
Welfare and Institutions Code. 
(3) Administration of the Food Stamp Program pursuant to 
Chapter 10 (commencing with Section lr\900) of Part 6 of Division 
9 of the Welfare and lnstitutiom Code. 
( 4) Aid and medical a~.~istance granted to indigent persom 
pursuant to Part 5 (commencing with Section 17000) of Division !J of 
the Welfare and Institutions Codv. 
( .'1) Iu-homc supportin• sen·ices prO\ ided pursuant to .\rticlc 7 
(COlllllH.'ncing with Section 12.300) of Part 3 of Division 9 of the 
\Vvllan' and !nstilul10ns Cock. 
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(fi) Protvctin· scrvin•s for adults prO\idvcl pursuant to :\rtick () 
(('omnwncing with Section 122.50) of Part :3 of Di\·ision 9 of the 
Welfare and Institution> Code. 
( 7) In-home supportive sen ices for adults provided pursuant to 
:\rtidc 6 ( comnwncing with Section 12300) of Part 3 of Division 9 of 
the \V dfart' and lnsti tu tions Code, and out -of-home services 
pro\ided pursuant to Chapter 6.5 (comnH.•ncing with Section 13900) 
of Part .3 of Di\'ision Y of the Wl'lfare and Imtitutions Code. 
(K) Scparak admini'itrative units pursuant to Section 11300 of the 
Welfare and Institutions Code and Section 402 (a) ( 19) (G) of the 
Social Security Act. 
(9) \lunicipal and superior courts. 
(b) In order to offst't the increased state costs of 'tate assumption 
of programs proposed by the ( :ounty Supervisors Association of 
California, the final report shall also include an analysis of the 
revenue shifts proposcd by the County Supervisors Association and 
an analysis of the fiscal impact of changing the state-county funding 
ratios or of total county assumption of responsibility for funding the 
nonfederal share of the following programs, effective July 1, 1984: 
( l) Community care licensing required by Chapter 3 
(commencing with Section 1500) of Division 2 of the Health and 
Safetv Code. 
12) Community mentcd health services provided pursuant to 
Divi~ion 5 (commencing with Section 5000) of the Welfare and 
Institutions Code, but excluding the treatment of persons committed 
judicially pursuant to Part 2 (commencing with Section 62.50) of Part 
2 of Division 6 of the Welfare and Institutious Code. 
(3) Drug abme programs provided pursuant to Chapters 2 
(commencing with Section 11960), and 3 (commencing with Section 
11970) of Part 3 of Division 10.5 of the Health and Safety Code, and 
Sections ll91:H, li9H.3, 11987, and 11993 of the Health and Safety Code, 
and Sections 560o.i'S, 5650, 5652, 57lll, and 5750 of the Wclf~re and 
Imtitutions Code. 
14) Alcoholism programs provided pursuant to Chapter 4 
( commencin~ with Section 11795 J of Part 2 of Division 10.5 of the 
Health and Safety CodL>, and Sections 11778, 111:)21, 11827, and 11840 
of the llealth and Safety Code. 
(.5) Assistance payments for children placed in foster care 
pursuant to subdivision (d) of Section 11450 of the Welfare and 
lnstitutiom Code. 
(()) Protective services for children, as defined in Section 16502.5 
of the Welfare and ln:o.titutions Code. 
(7 l Out -of-home care fur children pnJ\'ided pursuant to 
subdi\ision (c) of Section 16.50 l of the Welfare and Institutions Code. 
(H) Information and referral services provided pur~uant to 
Section 10807 of the Welfare and Institutions Code. 
(Y) Other programs, including but not limited to count} jails, 
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APPENDIX IV 
AB 3231 PLANNING ADVISORY TASK FORCE 
CRITERIA DEVELOPED BY SCREENING COMMITTEE 
ON OCTOBER 1, 1982 
In order to reduce the administrative costs of Human Service Programs, to 
provide maximum flexibility in meeting local needs and to place decision making 
close to those served so that clients and taxpayers may more easily influence 
both the level of services and the way in which they are rendered, the 
governance of Human Services shall be at the county level except when: 
1) Economies of Scale indicate that the program be governed 
by the state because of the cost of: 
a) Setting up individual county programs. 
b) Efficiencies involved (example, unnecessary duplication 
of technical facilities such as the Berkeley lab). 
2) Statewide uniformity is necessary to: 
a) Meet mandates or standards imposed by the federal 
government, the courts, and the state to the extent 
these mandates cannot be changed by state legislation 
and/or federal waiver. 
b) Guarantee the equitable provision of treatment, income 
maintenance, or other services for people who require 
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publicly financed help in order 
essential for li as a result of 
secure supports 
and one of the fo 11 owing: 1) 
or 3) physical disability. For 
state would not assume the governance 
ir economic status 
2) mental disability, 
populations, the 
programs where 
the courts provide protections for eli s as a result of 
state legislation and for whom counties exercise consider-
able p siona1 judgement in nation 
eligibili or levels of serv ce. 
c) Insure continuity and equity in financi services in 
inary burden counties that have a signifi 
requi ri the use of a statewide 
3) Interdependency of related 
state governance in order to 






i services or to pre-
juri dictions and levels 
APPENDIX V 
PROPOSED REVISIONS TO SECTION 28 OF THE SCREENING CRITERIA 
(Prepared by the Assembly Office of Research for the 
November 16, 1982 meeting of the AB 3231, Advisory Task Force) 
a) Protect and guarantee the individual rights and liberties of special 
populations by insuring uniform and equitable provision of 
prevention/treatment services as required to enable persons to become 
self-sufficient. 
b) Provide financial aid and medical services to special populations as 
defined in federal and state laws who without government support would 





November 1, 1982 
ALTERNATIVE PLAN FOR MENTAL HEALTH 
Summary of Major Provisions: 
o State would finance entire costs of basic services as defined. 
o State funds would be allocated to counties by formula that combines: 
1) An historical base, and 
2) A capitated growth factor using formulae to be developed by 
conference. 
o State formula funds would be allocated within broadly defined mental 
health purposes to give counties maximum flexibility and to obviate much 
of the existing costly and time consuming planning, administrative and 
monitoring activities. 
o Counties would be encouraged to collect fees from those that can afford 
to pay and could use these funds for program expansion. 
o Boards of Supervisors would be accountable for the design and 
development of local mental health plans but would be required to review 
plan with and seek advice from county Mental Health Advisory Boards. 
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o Counties v.JOuld have maximum flexibility concerni organization and 
administration of mental health programs including integration with 
other services as long as funds are spent for mental health purposes. 
o The state would have an expanded leadership e in research and 
development of new prevention and treatment methodologies. The state 
would provide grants for program development and 
and counties could use federal funds or mental 
match when requi 
stration purposes 
fees for the local 
o State laws and department regulations would 
cover only those protections and indivi 
statewide uniformity. 
reviewed and revised to 
necessary for 
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APP IX VII 
1, 1 
ALTERNATIVE PLAN FOR FOSTER CARE 
AND CHILDREN SERVI 
o Develop a broad comprehensive single-funded program protecting vulne 1e 
families and children including existing programs for abused, neglected a 
emotionally disturbed children. 
o State funding would on a capita basis (similar AB 2860 model for the 
elderly) to insure uniformity and continuity of funding and to provi 
incentives to counties to optimize available nancial resources. 
o State would establish el gibility c a, basic protections under the aw 
including the role of the courts and facility licensure standards. 
o The state would provi ip and funding r prevention programs. 
o ies would utilize a case management for referral, assessment and 
acement or other resolution of clients problems. 
o Counties would have maximum flexibility in organization of program services 
incl ing contracting volunteer and community groups in providing 
services. 
7 
Counties would continue existing rate ion in o to ize 
1 oca 1 di rences and 
o Funds for foster ca ons serv ve services 
(aces) , AFDC r care aid on ally s 
treatment funds would a 1 i ca under a 
state rtmen il ren 
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